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FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITUATION COVERING PERIOD 061800R JUN TO 070600R JUN 94.

1. **GEN-SITUATION.** The situation remained relatively calm in Kigali over the period. There were however sporadic exchanges of arty/mortar, HMG and SAS fire between the warring factions. Heavy exchanges commenced at first light, originating from RPF gun positions in the south of the city to Kimihurura and Kyondo. There are no major changes in the dispositions in the city. Heavy fighting was also reported around Rucungiro, 8K of Kabgayi. RPF c-attacks were repelled by the RPF around Rebko hills in the south of Kigali and Kabgayi. RPF believed to have sustained heavy casualties in these c-attacks. The suburb of Bulogolo in Kigali is almost deserted as the inhabitants flee to escape the sporadic shelling. A convoy leaves for Kabale this morning to convey mission resupplies and relief items by road from Uganda. The transfer of displaced persons remains suspended. Talks to discuss the issue are scheduled for this morning.

2. **POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.** Rwanda Radio continues to appeal to citizens to rise up and defend the homeland. The OAU MINISTERIAL conference discussed the Rwandan crisis in Tunis with the OAU SEC GEN appealing to the world to come to the aid of Rwanda.

3. **FACIAL ACTIVITIES.** Both sides remain belligerent as fighting continues in Kigali, and in the north and south.

   A. **RPF.** Continues to mount pressure on the RGF pockets of resistance left in the city. Also putting pressure on Gitarama. Reported to have repulsed RPF local c-attacks on Rebko hill in the city and around Kabgayi. Remain in control of part of the road from Gitarama to Kigali. Reported to have repaired the blown bridge over river Kanyaru linking Gihanga and Shinga.

   B. **RUF.** Consolidating their positions in the city and around Gitarama. Local c-attacks launched in Rebko and Kabgayi were repelled by the RPF and reported to have suffered heavy casualties, continue to hold on to Ruhereru in the north and the northern part of the road Kigali - Ruhereru. Changes in command do not seem to have had any serious effects on the morale of troops.

   C. **MILITIA.** Continue to operate side by side with the RGF outside the city, reduced presence in the city.

4. **GEN MILITARY ACTIVITIES**

   A. **FORCE HQ.** Normal routine activities were conducted during the period. FC held normal briefing with staffs at 061900. FC briefed the staff on his meeting earlier in the day with Maj Gen Kagame. The resupply convoy to Kabale leaves this morning via Rukagana to convey items to Kigali. The DFC is expected to return with this convoy.
C. **RYMAT.** CONTINUED TO PROVIDE SECURITY AT KIA, AMAHORO STADIUM AND FORCE HQ. ALSO PROVIDED PROTECTION AND HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TO DISPLACED PEOPLE AT KIA AND AMAHORO. CONDUCTED MOBILE PATROLS IN KIA GENERAL AREA AND ALONG RUNWAY BETWEEN 062300 TO 070045 JUN 94.

D. **TUN PLATOON (-).** AREA OF OPERATION RELATIVELY CALM. PROVIDED SECURITY AND HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TO DISPLACED PERSONS AT MILLS COLLINS HOTEL, MERIDIAN HOTEL AND KING PATSAL HOSPITAL.

E. **KILOM.** REORGANIZATION AND RE-DEPLOYMENT FOR PHASE 1 IN THE NEW KIGALI SECTOR IN PROGRESS. SECTOR HQ LOCATED AND OPERATIONAL AT THE AMAHORO SPORTS STADIUM WITH EFFECT FROM 06 JUN 94.

5. **UNCEPROM.** 15 ARE STILL IN NAIROBI.

6. **HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES.** THE TRANSFER OF DISPLACED PEOPLE TO MORE SECURE AREAS REMAINS SUSPENDED DUE TO INSECURITY AND LOGISTICS PROBLEMS. A MEETING IS SCHEDULED FOR THIS MORNING TO DISCUSS NEW ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE FACTIONS FOR RECOMMENCING THE EXERCISE.

7. **CIVIL AFFAIRS.** NTR.

8. **LOGISTICS.** THE FORCE STOCKS OF FUEL AND RATIONS ARE ALMOST DEPLETED DUE TO THE SUSPENSION OF THE RESUPPLY FLIGHTS. A CONVOY HAS LEFT KIGALI THIS MORNING TO CONVEY RESUPPLIES AND RELIEF ITEMS ARRIVING THROUGH ENTIBBE TO KIGALI VIA KABALE. THE CONVOY IS EXPECTED BACK LATER IN THE DAY.

9. **MISC.** NTR.